A theoretical expression for the relative backscatter coefficient was evaluated for different values of the dielectric constant and conductivity of the ground, the wavelength, polarization and incidence angle of the radiation, and the heights of the scatterers above the ground. The resulting curves of backscatter coefficient vs angle of incidence are not un-
The vertical radiation pattern of the scatterer and ground may be described bv ^Cr) = u'-;.?-; G( 7 )
where l{C,,y) is the dipole radiation pattern. Let 0(7) = cos 7 for vertical polarization and
is proportional to (1-j R| ) + 4| RJ cos (iJ>/2), where
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The power returned from a single scatterer is proportional tc P {C,,y), 2/ \ and from n scatterers, nP (^,7,), if all the seatterers are at the same height £.
Let the ht-ight distribution of scatterers be ,2'
where a \s the standard deviation from zero height.
Let the horizomal distribution of scatterers be uniform, and consider an area dS from which power is being returned. The number of sca^ terers at height C above dS is proportional to n(0 dS, and the power re-2 turned is proportional to P (L./) "(-j) dS. Wi;i horizontal polarization cr (7) is very sensitive to variations in a ■ Figure 1 shows that u (7) may decrease by 40 db when cr /A is rieereased bv a factor ol 10. unafiected by changes in cr, . (This conclusion is qualified in Section VI.) Presumably, it is also unaffected by the actual form of the height distribution. In view of this, the case for er,/X < 0 '1 will be the usual standard when considering the effects of other parameters in this paper.
Changes in JÄ Variations in o"A have very little effect on cr (7), provided
CjA is l^ss than 0.1 and €/c is less than 30 In other words, for ' o most land surfaces, variations In cr are unimportant at high frequency. 
Changes in e/e^
The parameter e/e has a large influence on a (/) and on the When the same curves were plotted for CT,/A = li the effects due to ground constants and polarization were largely suppressed, and at low angles-all the curves agreed to within a few decibels. In making comparisons between theso curves, one should remember that they correspond to a constant area density of scatterers on the surface, which may in practice vary considerably. Also, it should be remembered that the number of horizontal scatterers is probably considerably less than the number of vertical scatterers, especially at heights comparable to a wavelength at high frequency. Probably cf (7) for horizontal polarization is always less than that for vertical polarization, even when cr./A = 1. 
